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Acknowledgment of Country

S The staff and volunteers of the Central Coast

Community Legal Centre would like to acknowledge
the traditional owners of the land we work on, the
Darkinjung people, as well as the traditional owners
of the land we are meeting on, the Arrende people,
and their elders past and present, and pay respect to
any Aboriginal people here today.
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Overview

1. What was the legal need?

2. What is the AVO Information and Advice

Clinic?
3. What was the process of obtaining funding?
4. Are we really helping? Evaluating the AVO

Information and Advice Clinic

Central Coast CLC

Our Mission
Our Vision

A fair society based
upon a responsive
and accessible
system of justice.

To pursue our vision by:
(a) providing quality legal information,
advice and casework services to
engage and empower the most
disadvantaged people on the Central
Coast;
(b) engaging in community legal
education activities that help people
understand and access the legal
system;
(c) promoting social justice through
clinical legal education; and
(d) advocating for social and legal
reforms which help the disadvantaged
and contribute to a fairer society.

Our Values
Respect
Accountability
Transparency
Equality
Impartiality
Diversity
Inclusiveness

What was the legal
need?

S

What was the legal need?

S Wyong: some of the highest reported DV in NSW

S Stakeholders requested our service
S Clinical legal education

S Unbundled legal services/Not on the record
S Support of the court

What is the AVO
Information & Advice
Clinic?

S

Community Education
Presentation
S Types of AVO’s;
S How an application can be made;
S Burden and standard of proof;

S Options for defendants in response;
S Information about property recovery; and

S Possible consequences of having an AVO made out

(including travel, education, working with children
checks and firearms/security licenses).

AVO Information &
Advice Clinic
Since January 2013 the AVO Duty List Advice
Scheme has provided:
S 204 Advices
S Community Education to approximately 555

attendees;
S 71% of advices to defendants, 29 per cent of

advices to applicants and PINOPs.

AVO Information &
Advice Clinic
(cont’d)…
S 68% of advices to men, 32% to women;
S 68% ADVO, 32% APVO; and

S 12.2% of Advices to clients identifying as

Aboriginal or Torres Strait Islanders.

CLE & Clinic Resources

S Current Resources developed for the Project:
1. Community Education presentation script;
2. AVO Information and Referrals Sheet;
3. Legal Aid AVO brochures for applicants & defendants;
4. Legal Aid brochure: “Domestic Violence Offences:

Information for Defendants”
5. Advice Template checklist for applicants;

CLE & Clinic Resources

S Current Resources developed the Project (cont’d):

Advice template checklist for defendants;
7. Factsheet: For Applicants: Preparing Your Statement in an
ADVO Matter;
8. Factsheet: For Defendants: Preparing Your Statement in an
ADVO Matter;
9. Factsheet: For Applicants: Preparing Your Statement in an
APVO Matter;
10. Factsheet: For Defendants: Preparing Your Statement in an
APVO Matter.
6.

What was the process of
obtaining funding?

S

Obtaining Funding

S Initial contact with Law & Justice Foundation of NSW in

August 2013 regarding applying for a small grant.
S Initial proposed aim of the grant application:
 “to evaluate through qualitative and quantitative

information gathering, the impact of the CLE as well as
the Advice Clinic, on both unrepresented applicants
and defendants in order to determine if the project
would be a success across the Central Coast region”.

Obtaining Funding

S The Law & Justice Foundation of NSW generously

offered advice and feedback on our application.
S Ongoing process over 3 months to clarify and narrow the

scope of the evaluation process.
S If you try to evaluate too many elements of the project, it

becomes too difficult to draw any useful conclusions from
such a broad data grab and analysis.
S If the aim contains too many elements, it is unlikely to be

achievable with just small grant funding.

Obtaining Funding

S Suggestions from L&J NSW Researcher Julie

Peoples:
1. Qualitative v. Quantitative – work out exactly what you

want to measure. Is it volume or value?
 Use BOCSAR statistics and research to establish what data

is already available to help narrow down what you are
measuring.

Obtaining Funding

2. Aims – only use 1 or 2 aims. Make sure they are clear,

specific and measurable.
 E.g. Pre/Post Evaluation – measuring the difference made

by looking at data “Pre” the project and comparing it to data
“Post” the project.
 Relate your aims to the outcomes you expect to find.
 Have a research question / theory

Obtaining Funding

 A key research question should encapsulate what your

theory is about what your project will do. E.g. the theory
may be –
“as a result of the AVO Advice Clinic project:
 The defendants comply better with their orders; or
 The defendants get better conditions on their orders, making
it less likely that they will breach them; or
 The defendants are reporting that they are more satisfied
with the court process, and are “happier” with the outcome
as a result of having had some advice.”

Obtaining Funding

3. Methods – be specific about the research methods you

will use.
 Ensure you identify how many interviews you will conduct.

E.g. a representative sample of X versus calling all
participants.
 Make it clear how long you will collect data for. E.g. 3

months.
 If you are going to do interviews, include a list of interview

questions and show how they address the aims.

Obtaining Funding

4.

Outcomes – identify what outcomes, if found,
would make the project worthwhile to continue
running as is / extend and develop further.
 E.g. participant/stakeholder satisfaction, any changes

in the time the AVO list takes to run in court, timely
resolutions of matters, smoother running court list,
increase/decrease in AVOs consented to at what
stage, etc.

Obtaining Funding

5.

Evaluation – when drawing conclusions remember
these key 3 questions:
 What were the answers?
 Were the questions in the aims answered?

 Did we get the data to support that?

Obtaining Funding

Our final grant application was completed in December
2013 after much consultation.
The Project Title was:
S “An empirical study on the impact of a duty advice clinic

pilot project for unrepresented defendants in
Apprehended Violence Order (AVO) matters on the
Central Coast.”

Obtaining Funding

The Project Aim was:
S “To determine whether or not the AVO duty advice

given by CCCLC at Wyong Local Court improves or
increases the knowledge of defendants in relation to
legal process, their legal problem and their options.”

Obtaining Funding

The brief description of the methodology was:
S “The way in which we propose to fulfil our aim is to

conduct research in the following ways:
a) a client and stakeholder survey
b) a quantitative study of statistics provided by

Wyong Local Court (if available)”

Are we really helping?
Evaluating the AVO
Information and Advice
Clinic
S

Evaluation Project

S Timeline for Evaluation: February 2014 – October 2014

S “An empirical study to determine whether or not the

AVO Duty Advice given by CCCLC at Wyong Local
Court improves or increases the knowledge of
defendants in relation to legal process, their legal
problems and options in dealing with their AVO matter.”

Evaluation Project

S Small financial grant from the Law and

Justice Foundation - $5000
S Narrower scope than CLE – ONLY the Legal

Advice clinic and ONLY for unrepresented
defendants.

Why Evaluate? What is the CCCLC aiming
to get out of the Evaluation Project?

S Analysing the “effectiveness of a service” allows

the CCCLC to make decision-making about its
service delivery based on good quality evidence.
S Effectiveness = ascertaining whether there is a

causal link between an activity and an
outcome.

Research Methodologies

1. Client Survey;

2. Stakeholder survey & in-depth stakeholder

interviews; and
3. Statistical Analysis – AVO matters at Wyong

Local Court before and after
commencement of the pilot project.

Client Survey

S “Post-post” style research methodology – “How

much did you know BEFORE?” vs. “How much
did you know AFTERWARDS?”
S Current sample size – 29 defendants
S Face-to-face surveys; and
S Telephone surveys.

S Data collection is not yet complete.

6.$How$much$knowledge$do$you$have$AFTER$receiving$legal$advice$about$each$of$the$
following:$$
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

I$do$not$know$anything.$$
I$only$know$a$small$amount.$$
I$know$some$things,$but$am$unsure$about$other$things.$$
I$know$most$things.$
I$know$everything$I$need$to$know.$
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What$the$Applicant$must$show$to$have$an$AVO$made$against$you.$$
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Your$option$as$a$defendant$to$negotiate$undertakings$with$the$Applicant.$
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Your$option$as$a$defendant$to$consent$without$admissions$to$the$AVO.$
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Your$option$as$a$defendant$to$defend$the$AVO$and$have$the$matter$proceed$to$hearing.$$
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How$an$AVO$may$impact$on$your$contact$with$the$protected$person/s.
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An$understanding$of$what$you$have$to$do$or$say$in$court$today$when$you$represent$
yourself.$
The$consequences$of$having$an$AVO$made$against$you$(for$example,$breach$of$AVO$=$
criminal$offence,$working$with$children$checks,$family$law$proceedings).
What$is$required$of$you$to$comply$with$the$court$timetable$(if$the$matter$proceeds$to$
hearing).$
The$consequences$of$failing$to$comply$with$the$court$timetable$(if$the$matter$proceeds$to$
hearing).
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The$grounds$or$allegations$made$by$the$Applicant$in$the$AVO$application.
The$basic$and$specific$orders$applied$for$by$the$Applicant.
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7.$How$much$knowledge$did$you$have$BEFORE$receiving$legal$advice$about$each$of$the$
following:$
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

I$did$not$know$anything.$$
I$only$knew$a$small$amount.$$
I$knew$some$things,$but$was$unsure$about$other$things.$$
I$knew$most$things.$
I$knew$everything$I$needed$to$know.$

The$grounds$or$allegations$made$by$the$Applicant$in$the$AVO$application.
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The$basic$and$specific$orders$applied$for$by$the$Applicant.
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Your$option$as$a$defendant$to$consent$without$admissions$to$the$AVO.$
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Your$option$as$a$defendant$to$defend$the$AVO$and$have$the$matter$proceed$to$hearing.$$
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How$an$AVO$may$impact$on$your$contact$with$the$protected$person/s.
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An$understanding$of$what$you$have$to$do$or$say$in$court$today$when$you$represent$
yourself.$
The$consequences$of$having$an$AVO$made$against$you$(for$example,$breach$of$AVO$=$
criminal$offence,$working$with$children$checks,$family$law$proceedings).
What$is$required$of$you$to$comply$with$the$court$timetable$(if$the$matter$proceeds$to$
hearing).$
The$consequences$of$failing$to$comply$with$the$court$timetable$(if$the$matter$proceeds$to$
hearing).
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8.$How$did$you$intend$on$dealing$with$your$AVO$matter$in$court$BEFORE$receiving$legal$advice$
today?$$$
!
!
!
!

I$intended$to$consent$without$admissions.$$
I$intended$to$defend$the$AVO.$$
I$intended$to$negotiate$undertakings$with$the$Applicant$or$Police$Prosecutor.$
I$didn’t$know$how$to$deal$with$the$AVO$matter.$$

8.$How$do$you$intend$on$dealing$with$your$AVO$matter$in$court$AFTER$receiving$legal$advice$
today?$$$
!
!
!
!

I$intend$to$consent$without$admissions.$$
I$intend$to$defend$the$AVO.$$
I$intend$to$negotiate$undertakings$with$the$Applicant$or$Police$Prosecutor.$
I$don’t$know.$

9.$Overall,$how$useful$was$the$legal$advice$provided$to$you$to$help$you$understand$or$deal$
with$your$AVO$matter?$$$$
!
!
!

Very$useful.$
Useful$$
Not$useful$at$all.$$$

$
Please$explain$why:$

$
$

10.$Please$provide$details$of$other$comments$or$feedback$about$the$legal$advice$clinic$at$
Wyong$Local$Court$(optional).$

$
$
$
The$Central$Coast$Community$Legal$Centre$thanks$you$for$taking$the$time$to$complete$this$survey.$Your$feedback$is$
valued$and$very$much$appreciated.$$

Stakeholder Interviews

S Completed Interviews:
S The Presiding Magistrate;
S The Registrar;
S The two CCCLC AVO Duty Solicitors;
S A representative of the Women’s Domestic

Violence Court Advocacy Service (WDVCAS); and
S A court support volunteer from the Community
Restorative Centre.

Stakeholder Interviews

S Pending Interviews:
S Sheriff Officer;
S Police Prosecutor
S The Salvation Army Chaplain

Statistical Analysis

S Pending the availability of relevant statistics

from the Bureau of Crime Statistics and
Research (BOCSAR).

An Unmet Legal Need?

S Legal Aid can only assist in AVO matters where

there are criminal charges attached to the same
incident, with a real risk of gaol time.
S 68% of clients classified as low-income earners.

S 76% of surveyed defendants indicated that they

would not have obtained legal advice for their
AVO matter elsewhere.

Who Does the Legal Advice
Clinic Assist?
S Early intervention service.

S 79% of surveyed defendants attending court for

the first mention date for their matter.
S 66% of surveyed defendants had not been to

court before for a previous, unrelated matter as
either a defendant or applicant.

Preliminary Findings

S Survey responses indicate a discernable difference in client

knowledge before and after receiving legal advice.
S The post-post survey allows us to isolate aspects of AVO

matters:
S Defendants are seeking advice about;
S Defendants have some knowledge of, prior to obtaining
legal advice; and
S Defendants do not retain or find useful from the legal advice
clinic.

How much did you know about the grounds made
by the applicant in the AVO application?

BEFORE RECEIVING LEGAL ADVICE

AFTER RECEIVING LEGAL ADVICE
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small amount things, but am
things
unsure about
other things

I know
everything I
need to know

How much did you know about how an AVO
would impact on your contact with the protected
person?
BEFORE RECEIVING LEGAL ADVICE

AFTER RECEIVING LEGAL ADVICE
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anything
small amount things, but am
things
unsure about
other things

I know
everything I
need to know

Legal Options

S The most noteworthy difference before and after

receiving legal advice relates to the options
defendants have.
S Legal options:
1. Negotiate undertakings;
2. Consent Without Admissions; or
3. Defend the matter and proceed to hearing.

How much did you know about your option to
negotiate undertakings?
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How much did you know about your option to
consent without admissions?

BEFORE RECEIVING LEGAL ADVICE

AFTER RECEIVING LEGAL ADVICE
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How much did you know about your option to
defend the AVO and have the matter proceed to
hearing?
BEFORE RECEIVING LEGAL ADVICE

AFTER RECEIVING LEGAL ADVICE
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Procedural & Practical Advice

S Defendants regularly seek advice about the court

procedure.
S Where do I stand in the courtroom today?
S What do I have to say in court today?
S How do I address the Magistrate?
S Do I need to come back to court if I consent to the

AVO today?

“Short-term” Advice

S Limited ability of defendants to retain

substantive advice.
S People seeking advice about what to do “right

now”.
S Highly stressful situation, matter to be called in

court list at any minute.

Other Impacts of the AVO
Advice Clinic
S “Balancing out” of the legal services available

between defendants and applicants/PINOPs.
S Smoother running court list;

S Reduced pressure for the Bench to make

unnecessary enquiries;

Other Impacts of the AVO
Advice Clinic
S Alleviates the need for unnecessary, contested AVO

hearings;
S Reduced prospect of defendants consenting to an

AVO without contemplating the consequences;
S Reduced aggression and anxiety displayed in

courtroom and court waiting area.

Current Problems with the
Evaluation Project
S Smaller than expected sample size;

S Telephone survey – low success rate.

Satisfaction with the Service

S 97 per cent of surveyed defendants described the legal advice

they obtained as “useful” or “very useful”.
S “My options were explained as I was given information about

which one was best in my circumstances. I was confident in
speaking to the Magistrate knowing where I stood.”
S My matter is in court in Woy Woy but I travelled to Wyong

specifically to get legal advice at the Wyong courthouse.”
S “I had no idea what to do beforehand. The legal advice gave me

peace of mind. I think representation in court would made it better
though.”

Satisfaction with the Service

S Registrar Mannall: “We religiously refer people to the

service. It is having a significant positive effect on the
efficiency of matters progressing through the court.”
S Magistrate McIntyre: “The service is indispensable and I

fully endorse the activities of the Central Coast Community
Legal Centre in providing the service. Even for the matters
that do not proceed to hearing, it is ALWAYS clear when
clients have received legal advice.

Conclusion

S A report to be submitted to Law & Justice

Foundation October 2014.

Questions & Feedback

S Thank you for your attention. Any questions from the

floor?
S Please take the time to complete a short survey

about our presentation.
S If you would like a copy of any of our resources,

please leave your email address at the bottom of the
survey form, and indicate which resource you are
interested in.

